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The role of infrared radiation pressure in shaping dusty winds in AGN
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ABSTRACT

The detection of dusty winds dominating the infrared emission of AGN on parsec scales has revealed

the limitations of traditional radiative transfer models based on a toroidal distribution of dusty gas.

A new, more complex, dynamical structure is emerging and the physical origin of such dusty winds

has to be critically assessed. We present a semi-analytical model to test the hypothesis of radiatively

accelerated dusty winds launched by the AGN and by the heated dust itself. The model consists of

an AGN and an infrared radiating dusty disk, the latter being the primary mass reservoir for the

outflow. We calculate the trajectories of dusty gas clumps in this environment, accounting for both

gravity and the AGN radiation as well as the re-radiation by the hot dusty gas clouds themselves.

We find that the morphology consists of a disk of material that orbits with sub-Keplerian velocities

and a hyperboloid polar wind launched at the inner edge of the dusty disk. This is consistent with

high-angular resolution infrared and sub-mm observations of some local Seyfert AGN. The strength

of the wind and its orientation depend on the Eddington ratio and the column density of the dusty

clumps, which is in agreement with proposed radiation regulated obscuration models developed for the

X-ray obscuring material around AGN.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) are one of the most

energetic phenomena in the universe. The supermas-

sive black hole in the galactic center grows by actively

accreting gas and dust from their surroundings. The

temperature of the accreting mass depends on distance

from the black hole as gravitational potential energy is

the primary source of heat. At some distance from the

center, the ‘sublimation radius’, temperatures are cool

enough for dust to survive. The dust absorbs the op-

tical and UV emission from the accretion process and

converts it into infrared radiation.

Under the classic AGN unification scheme, the appar-

ent difference between type I and type II AGN is pri-

marily the result of angle-dependent obscuration by a

thick obscurer (Antonucci 1993), commonly interpreted
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and modelled as a “dusty torus” (e.g. Krolik & Begel-

man 1986; Pier & Krolik 1992a; Granato & Danese 1994;

Nenkova et al. 2002; Schartmann et al. 2005; Fritz et al.

2006; Hönig et al. 2006). There is convincing evidence

now that the physical state of the obscurer is dynam-

ically and structurally more complex though: several

observations revealed that an equatorial dense region is

accompanied by polar dusty outflows (e.g. Hönig et al.

2012, 2013; Tristram et al. 2014; Leftley et al. 2018),

possibly extending up to 100 pc (Asmus et al. 2016)

and participating in obscuration (e.g. Ricci et al. 2017;

Hönig 2019).

IR interferometry has the capability to provide more

detail about the actual geometry of the dust struc-

ture, specifically in nearby sources such as the Circinus

Galaxy. Mid-IR photometric and interferometric obser-

vations of the nucleus of this galaxy have been repro-

duced with a model based on a compact dusty disc and

an extended dusty outflow in the form of an hyperboloid

(Stalevski et al. 2017, 2019).

It has been suggested that the basic driving mecha-

nism for launching such winds is radiation pressure on

dust (e.g. Hönig et al. 2012). Since the dust opacity in
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the IR is &10 times the Thomson opacity, the coupling

between the radiation pressure and dusty gas is much

greater than with dust-free gas, even in low luminosity

AGN (Pier & Krolik 1992b). Along with these polar fea-

tures, the close environment of accreting supermassive

black holes may be shaped by radiative feedback (Ricci

et al. 2017).

Hence, radiative hydrodynamic (RHD) simulations

have been carried out, focusing on the role of radiation

pressure (e.g. Chan & Krolik 2016, 2017; Wada et al.

2016; Williamson et al. 2019; Dorodnitsyn et al. 2012,

2016; Namekata & Umemura 2016). Although there is

general consensus that outflows naturally emerge in the

presence of radiative processes, these simulations use dif-

ferent implementations and assumptions for solving the

RHD equations and may lead to different causes and

strengths of the wind. Infrared radiation pressure from

the dusty medium itself adds a noticeable cost in these

simulations, unless strong approximations are invoked.

This paper lays out a simplified semi-analytical frame-

work to calculate the effect of infrared radiation pres-

sure on dusty gas. We consider the gas to be clumpy

and treat the clumps as “test particles” with physi-

cal properties obtained by photo-ionisation simulations.

This approximation allows us to characterise the role

of IR radiation pressure on the distribution of material

around the AGN. The simulations include a treatment

of gravity, radiation pressure from the AGN and the

re-radiation from the hot dust itself using an ad-hoc ge-

ometric setup. The goal is to reproduce qualitative and

quantitative properties of the dusty region and compare

them to observations.

2. THE MODEL

In this section we lay out our analytical framework

to quantitatively assess the spatial distribution of the

forces acting in the parsec-scale dusty environment of an

AGN. The basic setup of the model is shown in figure 1.

In the following, we consider a geometrically thin disk

consisting of dense clumps of gas and dust. The physi-

cal properties of these clumps are inspired by Namekata

et al. (2014), who performed RHD simulations of gas

clouds exposed to AGN radiation. It has been shown

that dust clumps or clump fragments can survive un-

der such extreme conditions if they have hydrogen den-

sity values in the range 106.5 - 108 cm−3. Throughout

this paper, we assume a hydrogen number density of

nH = 107 cm−3.

We investigate column densities from 1022 to 1024

cm−2. The lower limit of 1022 cm−2 corresponds to the

regime where τNIR ∼ 1, which is a condition required in

order to have effective infrared radiation driving (Krolik

Figure 1. Schematic setup of the model. The main two
components are the AGN and the dusty disk, both generating
a radiation pressure on a dusty cloud and acting against the
gravity force of the AGN.

2007, and references therein). We stop at NH = 1024

cm−2 because any larger column density value cannot

be efficiently accelerated by the radiation pressure and

would exhibit a similar behaviour to NH = 1024 cm−2,

as we shall see below.

Under these assumptions, we consider the radiation

and gravity force terms acting on individual clouds

which sit at a certain distance from the AGN and the

disk. Each of these clouds is approximated as a dusty

test particle, and so we will use the terms “cloud” and

“dusty particle” interchangeably.

2.1. AGN radiation field

The most dynamically important component of radi-

ation transfer in a dusty environment is the absorption

of strong optical/UV radiation from the accretion disk

by dust.

A radiation field with a given monochromatic flux Fν
at frequency ν exerts an acceleration kνFν/c, where kν is

the opacity with dimensions of area per unit mass. For a

cloud sitting at a certain distance d, the monochromatic

flux has the form

Fν =
LAGN;ν

4πd2
(1)

where LAGN is the bolometric luminosity of the AGN.

Then, the net acceleration experienced by the cloud is

aAGN =

∫
OUV

kνLAGN;νdν

4πcd2
(2)

where OUV denotes the optical/UV frequencies range

of interest here. In a dense cloud dust and gas are

tightly coupled via collisions, so that the radiation pres-

sure force on the dust will be transferred to the cloud as

whole. Accordingly, we treat the cloud as a single entity

and further approximate the frequency-dependent opac-

ity as the entire opacity of the cloud. If the cloud has

radius Rcl and mass mcl, then the opacity of the cloud

kcl can be expressed as

kcl =
πR2

cl

mcl
(3)
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i.e. the cloud geometrical area divided by its mass.

Therefore, Eq. (2) reduces to

aAGN = kcl
LAGN

4πcd2
(4)

allowing a direct proportionality between the radiative

acceleration from the central AGN and its total lumi-

nosity. The cloud mass mcl can be written as mcl =

mpnH
4
3πR

3
cl, with nH being the hydrogen number den-

sity of the cloud. At the same time the radius of the

cloud Rcl can be estimated as Rcl = NH/2nH. Then,

kcl =
3

2

1

mpNH
. (5)

2.2. Gravity

The gravitational acceleration has the same d−2-

dependence as the AGN radiation pressure, but pointing

in the opposite direction, i.e. towards the central black

hole. Therefore, it is convenient to express these two

kinds of central forces in terms of their strength ratio.

In doing so, some classical definitions must be intro-

duced. One is the Eddington limit, defined as the lumi-

nosity capable of balancing the gravity of a mass M

LEdd = 4πcGM
1

k
. (6)

For a fully ionized gas, the opacity k can be expressed

as k = σT/mp, where σT is the Thomson cross section.

Also, we assume that gravity is dominated by the black

hole mass so that M = MBH. Then, one can introduce

the Eddington ratio

λEdd =
LAGN
LEdd

(7)

allowing to express the ratio between the AGN radiative

acceleration and gravity as

aAGN

ag
=

3

2

λEdd

σTNH
. (8)

This relatively simple equation highlights one funda-

mental point: clouds in the force field of an AGN are

accelerated in a way that depends only on the ratio
λEdd

NH
(for optically thick clouds that are only partially

ionised). In particular, the more powerful the AGN (i.e.

the higher λEdd), the more likely it is to drive a wind.

Second, the more material sits in the cloud (i.e. the

higher NH), the less prone is the cloud to be uplifted,

being more subjected to gravity.

With the use of Eq. (4) and Eq. (8) we can start

to visualize the field of the AGN. Figure 2 shows the

resulting distribution in a 2D grid in the plane above the

disk. The disk is traced by the grey area and each point

in the grid represents a dusty cloud. The acceleration in

cm s−2 experienced by this cloud is displayed by varying

its column density NH and the Eddington ratio λEdd of

the AGN system.

Using the fact that the flux at the sublimation radius

rsub is constant (Ivezic & Elitzur 1997), all the distances

are scaled with respect to rsub, allowing us to make our

model actually independent of the luminosity.

The observed radiation field acquires a typically sym-

metric structure. Low column density dusty particles

are strongly subjected to the AGN radiation pressure,

and outflow radially. Very high column density clouds

usually do not outflow, unless one considers quasar Ed-

dington ratios λEdd & 0.15. This lower limit still ex-

hibits an inflow, though the inflow is very weak as a

result of a (nearly) balance of the two forces.

2.3. The disk model

We assume that the AGN is surrounded by a geomet-

rically thick dusty disk, as suggested by the disk+wind

model (Hönig & Kishimoto 2017). The disk absorbs

the OUV radiation from the central AGN and re-emits

in the IR. We will focus our treatment on the immedi-

ate environment close to the sublimation temperature

as this is the region where the dust is hottest and has

the greatest flux. Lower local temperatures and obscu-

ration will significantly reduce the effect of the infrared

radiation pressure at larger scales.

2.3.1. Temperature profile

Following Hönig & Kishimoto (2011), the luminosity

absorbed by a dust grain at a distance r from a source

of radiation is

Labs = 16πr2Qabs;P(T )σSBT
4 (9)

where the Qabs;P(T ) is the plank mean absorption effi-

ciency. For astronomical dust, the latter has a temper-

ature power-law in the infrared of the type Qabs;P(T ) ∝
T 1.6. For clouds directly exposed to the AGN radiation

pressure, we can solve for the grain temperature and

obtain

T (r) = Tsub

(
r

rsub

)−2/5.6
. (10)

2.4. Opacities

In order to derive the infrared emission from the disk,

we need the opacities of the dusty clouds. For this, we

used version c17.00 of the photoionization code Cloudy

(Ferland et al. 2017). For the input spectra we adopted

a modified version of the AGN Cloudy’s built-in com-

mand, as in Williamson et al. (2019). The intensity
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.

Figure 2. Spatial distribution of the optical/UV radiative + gravity acceleration field in the plane perpendicular to the disk,
traced by the grey region.

assumed is the intensity at the sublimation radius. This

has been determined by running several Cloudy simula-

tions with fixed luminosity (we used LAGN = 2.2× 1043

erg s−1) and finding the distance of the cloud for which

the illuminated face is at Tsub = 1750 K, characteristic

of large graphite grains. The value obtained for the inci-

dent sublimation intensity is I0 = 5.6×107 erg cm−2 s−1,

corresponding to a sublimation radius of rsub = 0.03 pc.

Once the shape and intensity of the incident radiation

field has been set, we vary the column density of the il-

luminated medium and obtain the corresponding set of

opacities.

2.5. Obscuration

Assuming that the disk is clumpy, we can use the for-

malism of Nenkova et al. (2002) to address obscuration

affecting its re-emission. As mentioned before, we as-

sume that all clouds are identical with constant hydro-

gen density nH = 107 cm−3, varying only the column

density. Our disk extends from rsub to the outer radius

rout (in units of rsub). The number of clouds per unit

length Nc(r, z) can be expressed in a cylindrical coor-

dinate system with separable functions of the vertical

height z and the radial distance r. The resulting distri-
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bution has the form

Nc(r, z) = Cη(z)N0r
−1 (11)

where C = 1/ ln rout is a normalization constant, N0

is the number of clouds along the equatorial plane of

the disk, and η(z) represents the vertical distribution

of the clouds. The latter is assumed to have a smooth

boundary in a form of a Gaussian as

η(z) = e−z
2/2H2

(12)

mimicking an isothermal disk. To minimize the number

of free parameters, we have explicitly fixed the radial

power-law exponent to −1, N0 = 7, rout = 30 rsub and

H = 0.3 rsub. This choice is consistent with clumpy

torus modeling and will not affect the general conclu-

sion we are driving. If we defineN (s
′
, s) =

∫ s′
s
Ncds, the

probability that a photon travelling from s′ to s is ab-

sorbed through his path will be then Pesc ' exp(−N τν)

for an optical depth τν < 1 (such as infrared photons)

and Pesc ' exp(−N ) in the opposite limit τν > 1 (UV

photons). It means that the radiative acceleration act-

ing on a cloud will be modeled differently depending on

wavelength.

On the scales we are considering, we will assume

that most of the emission and obscuration originates

from large grains as implied by observations and mod-

elling of the dust sublimation region (e.g. Kishimoto

et al. 2007, 2011a,b; Hönig & Kishimoto 2017; Garćıa-

González et al. 2017). Thus, within the clumpy disk,

the radiation is absorbed according to
aAGN −→ aAGN e−N

air −→ air e
−0.1N

. (13)

The factor of 0.1 for air accounts for the fact that the

opacities of large grains (about 1µm in size) in the near-

IR are typically about a factor of 10 lower than in the

optical/UV regime. Accordingly, the temperature pro-

file will be modified as T (r) = Tsub

(
r
rsub

)−2/5.6
e−N/5.6.

The resulting curve is displayed in figure 3. It presents a

sharp drop until 5 rsub and is nearly constant through-

out the rest of the disk.

2.6. The infrared radiation field

Given the disk geometry of the emitting medium, we

expect to break the radial symmetry of AGN radiation

and gravity. To investigate this behavior, we model the

dusty disk as a sequence of infinitesimally small annuli

of width dr radiating as a black body, with the temper-

ature vary radially according to eq. (10). The calcula-

tions have a similar setup as in Tajima & Fukue (1998).

Figure 3. Temperature variation inside the disk accounting
for self-shielding.

Figure 4. Geometry for the infrared emitting disk.

The cloud is assumed to be a point P with correspond-

ing (Cartesian) coordinates (x, 0, z) as shown in figure

4. Consider an infinitesimal element of the dusty disk

with polar coordinates (r, ϕ, 0). The distance D from

the element to the point P is

D =
√
r2 + x2 + z2 − 2x r cosϕ . (14)

Then, the force component per unit frequency and for a

single annulus of size dϕdr are

dair,x =
kνπBν(T ) r

4πcD2

(x− r cosϕ) dν dϕ dr

D
(15)

dair,y =
kνπBν(T ) r

4πcD2

(y − r sinϕ) dν dϕ dr

D
(16)

dair,z =
kνπBν(T ) r

4πcD2

z dν dϕ dr

D
. (17)
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Figure 5. Spatial distribution and strength in cm s−2 of
the radiative acceleration due to the infrared emission of the
dusty disk.

We numerically integrate expressions (15),(16),(17) for

fixed points and visualize them in figure 5. It stands

clear now that the radial symmetry is broken, with the

disk geometry causing a vertical component at the inner

radius. Additionally, this is the strongest component be-

cause the thermal emission at the sublimation radius is

the strongest. At larger distances, obscuration effects

significantly reduce the disk emission strength. We then

add the disk contribution to the gravity + AGN radi-

ation field derived in section 2.1 and discuss the conse-

quences in the next section.

2.7. The prevalence of polar dusty winds

Combining gravity, AGN radiation pressure, and IR

radiation pressure leads to a force field as shown in figure

6. This needs to be compared to figure 2 without the

IR radiation pressure to appreciate the influence of the

IR radiation field.

Overall, it is noted that dusty particles with NH =

1022 cm−2 are strongly accelerated by the AGN radia-

tion with its characteristic radial profile, and that the

infrared contribution is not significantly affecting this

scenario.

At NH = 1023 cm−2 and for λEdd = 0.05 we observe

the emergence of a wind from particles at the base of

the disk that are driven more vertically instead of radi-

ally, indicating that the infrared radiation is initiating

the wind, rather than the AGN. At this column density

value, lower values of Eddington ratio λEdd < 0.05 are

dominated by gravity and do not exhibit outflows.

Furthermore, a wind starts to weakly emerge for col-

umn densities of NH = 1024 cm−2 and λEdd = 0.15

where we do not observe any outflow without the dust

re-radiation. Values of Eddigton ratio larger than

λEdd = 0.15 will enhance the AGN radiation pressure

and favour the emergence of a wind.

We investigate more quantitatively the observed

change in configuration, favouring the disk contribution,

for the regions [λEdd = 0.05, NH = 1023 cm−2] and

[λEdd = 0.15, NH = 1024 cm−2]. In fact, one can show

that these values are close to the limit where the ra-

diative acceleration from the AGN balances gravity, so

that only the infrared dominates. To highlight the pa-

rameter space for which this balance happens, we can

use Eq. (8) and equate it to unity, obtaining a linear

relationship between λEdd and NH

aAGN

ag
≡ 1 −→ λEdd (NH) =

2

3
σTNH (18)

Results are displayed in figure 7 and are consistent with

our hypothesis. We only show the column density range

to corresponding Eddington ratios falling in the Seyfert

regime. Note that, while these sets of values might rep-

resent an infrared initiated dusty wind, one has to per-

form numerical simulations to capture the final struc-

ture, which is the subject of the next session.

3. 3D RADIATION-DYNAMICAL SIMULATIONS

With the full 3D component of the total acceleration

derived in the previous sections, we can explore how

dusty gas clouds move in the dusty environment of AGN.

A similar investigation has been carried in Bannikova

et al. (2012), which derived test particles motion in the

gravitational field of an AGN only. Here, we account for

both gravity and radiation forces.

The equations of motions for a cloud at distances d

from the AGN are

ẍ = −GMBH

d2
+ kcl

LAGN
4πcd2

+
1

c

∫
kνF

ir
ν dν (19)

where F ir
ν is the net infrared flux due to the disk, as

derived in section 2.6.

The dynamics equations have been integrated using

the standard leapfrog algorithm. We tested its accuracy

in reproducing stable orbits against higher order inte-

gration methods and found it was performing equally

well. We used an adaptive time step dt = η
√

4π
3

d
max(ai)

,

for i running over all the three acceleration: gravity,

AGN, infrared. This is just a generalisation of the com-

monly used time step for systems interacting with d−2

forces. The assumption is that dt = ηtc = η/
√
G ρ =

η(4πd/3a)1/2, where tc is the characteristic timescale of

interaction, η is a scaling factor, ρ is the mass density,

G the gravitational constant, d is the distance to the
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Figure 6. Acceleration field accounting for the total gravity + AGN and IR radiation.

mass and a is the acceleration, which refers to gravity

in this case. In our case, we consider the smallest inter-

action scale out of gravity and radiative forces and we

fix η = 0.003.

3.1. Radiation pressure induced sub-Keplerian rotation

We balance the initial velocity profile for the dusty

particles by including the contribution of both AGN and

IR radiation pressure. The azimuthal velocity as a func-

tion of the cylindrical coordinate r =
√
x2 + y2 is

vφ =

√
GMBH

r
− r arad;r (20)

where arad;r includes both AGN and infrared radiative

acceleration.

Note that there are no stable orbits when radiative

acceleration exceeds gravitational acceleration. Particle

trajectories in this case are more likely to be driven out-

ward in a way that depends on the combined influence

of the disk and the AGN contribution for moderately to

very high column density, and fully radial for the spe-

cific light obscuration case NH = 1022 cm−2 where the

AGN force strongly dominates. If we define the rotation

curve as vφ ∝ r−β , we can find an analytical expression
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Figure 7. Critical values of Eddington ratios and column
densities for which aAGN ≡ ag and the disk component dom-
inates as the only net resultant force. Here NH;23 = NH/1023

cm−2.

for the velocity exponent β

β ≡ −∂ ln vφ
∂ ln r

=
1

2

[
1− ∂ ln

∂ ln r

(
1− arad;r

ag;r

)]
(21)

which reduces to the Keplerian exponent 0.5 when

arad = 0 and has no solution when arad;r > ag;r. Trajec-

tories in this case are are discarded from the simulations.

In figure 8 we plot the resultant curve for a column

density NH = 1024 cm−2. A general property met at

this column density value is that velocities are very small

going closer to rsub and this behaviour is further empha-

sized at higher λEdd. This trend is inverted at 1.6 rsub
where there is a remarkable departure from the Keple-

rian motion, in a way that again is strongly enhanced

with the Eddington ratio. The value approached for

λEdd = 0.15 at large distances is β = 0.39.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Impact of infrared radiation pressure

The inclusion of the IR emitting disk has two ma-

jor effects. It introduces a more geometrically complex

force term, featuring a strong vertical component which

breaks the radial symmetry. This is due to both the disk

geometry itself and the strong local temperature varia-

tion, with the hottest contribution being at the subli-

mation radius. It also boosts the outflow acceleration,

making a wind emerge even for high column density ma-

terial.

In figure 9 we run a set of simulations taking one of

the “typical” parameters for which the vertical acceler-

ations dominate over the radial accelerations, taking as

example λEdd = 0.09 and NH = 2× 1023 cm−2 (see sec-

tion 2.7). We also show how changes in the parameter

values lead to different structures. The aim is to provide

Figure 8. Velocity exponent β at the equatorial plane for
column density logN = 24 cm−2 and different values of λEdd.
The grey dashed line traces the Keplerian value β = 0.5.
All the curves intersect and turns into sub-Keplerian at a
distance 1.6 of rsub.

a feeling of the diversity of the possible dynamical con-

figurations. At lower Eddington ratios, λEdd = 0.04 and

NH = 2 × 1023 cm−2, material is driven away radially,

being more prominently subjected to radiation pressure

from the AGN. The uplift is suppressed at higher col-

umn density NH = 1024 cm−2, where gravity strongly

dominates and all orbits are confined in a compact thick

structure.

The typical scenario giving an infrared dominated

wind appears when λEdd = 0.09 and NH = 2 × 1023

cm−2, but the final configuration is true for any values

coinciding or close to the parameter space derived in

section 2.7. The cone assumes a funnel like shape, ris-

ing vertical from the inner edge of the disk. At the same

time, the dust re-radiation puffs up the disk in the region

1−5 rsub. At higher column densities NH = 1024 cm−2,

most of the orbits are bound but the higher Eddington

ratio (and hence radiation pressure) causes them to ac-

celerate to higher scale-heights or eventually to escape

radially after 1-2 orbits.

4.2. Sub-Keplerian motion on parsec scales

We employed an initially sub-Keplerian velocity pro-

file that takes into account radiation pressure correc-

tions to the gravitational potential. Our logic is similar

to Chan & Krolik (2016, 2017) who showed that sub-

Keplerian rotation is necessary for maintaining a long-

living torus in the presence of strong radiation pressure.

In the present work we systematize this idea by estab-

lishing a prescription for the velocity profile based on

the relative strength of the total infrared+AGN radia-

tion pressure with respect to gravity.

A consequence of our approach is that some trajecto-

ries are naturally ruled out, as the initial velocity in Eq.
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Figure 9. Example of dust and gas configuration for different values of Eddington ratio and column density.

(20) is defined by a square-root whose argument can-

not be negative. This occurs every time the radiative

acceleration experienced by the clouds is stronger than

gravity, i.e for material with very light column density

or very high accretion state. Orbits in this case are un-

stable, likely turning into a wind.

In figure 8 we have shown the resultant profile for

NH = 1024 cm−2 as the high gravitational force al-

lows the orbits to remain bound within the disk for a

large range of Eddington ratios. At this column density

value, our simulations show that orbits maintain a sub-

Keplerian rotation in the region 1.6-5 rsub and they get

even more sub-Keplerian as λEdd increases. The velocity

exponent at large distances is β ' 0.39 for λEdd = 0.15,

consistent with the rotation curve of maser spots ob-

served at the sub parsec scales in NGC 1068. The inner
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part r < 1.6 rsub is characterized by very small velocities

so that the actual force field will initiate an outflowing

or inflowing motion. Specifically for this example and

based on our previous analysis, λEdd & 0.15 is then re-

quired to observe an outflow for clouds with NH = 1024

cm−2.

4.3. Effects of anisotropic accretion disk

In the previous sections, the model assumed isotropic

radiation from the central AGN. In more realistic sit-

uations, the flattened geometry of the central radiation

source causes the emission to emerge anisotropically (e.g

Netzer 1987). Radiation hydrodynamical simulations

suggest that the anisotropy of the AGN can be equally

important as the Eddington ratio in determining the dy-

namics of the outflow and disk (Williamson et al. 2019),

emphasizing the importance of evaluating the effects of

the anisotropy. Recently, Ishibashi (2020) used a static,

analytic scheme to link the geometry of nuclear outflows

to the anisotropy as determined by the black hole spin.

Using our radiation-dynamical simulations, we can in-

vestigate the impact of anisotropic AGN radiation on

the emergence of dusty winds.

Following Williamson et al. (2019), we modify the

AGN acceleration

aAGN −→ aAGNf(θ) (22)

where f(θ) is the anisotropy function, defined as

f(θ) =
1 + a cos θ + 2a cos2 θ

1 + 2a/3
(23)

with a = (ηa − 1)/3, introducing the parameter ηa
as the “anisotropy factor”, equal to the ratio between

the polar flux and the equatorial flux. In the left

panel of figure 10 we show how the radial profile of the

AGN radiation pressure is modified when ηa = 102 for

NH = 3× 1023 cm−2, while in the right panel we show

the corresponding full simulations, i.e. infrared+AGN

radiation pressure and gravity, for λEdd = 0.13.

The introduction of the anisotropic AGN radiation

field produces a change in the outflow opening angle,

featuring a wider cone with respect to the isotropic case.

This is caused by two effects: first, as the AGN radiation

is reduced in the plane of the dusty disk, the sublimation

radius moves closer to the AGN and the AGN radiation

pressure at this inner radius remains the same. As the

dusty disk retains its temperature profile (the inner ra-

dius is still equivalent to the sublimation temperature),

the IR radiation field also remains the same. Second,

when a particle is swept upwards, the AGN radiation

pressure starts to increase because of the θ-dependence

of the radiation profile, introducing a stronger radial

component at the same scaled position as compared to

the isotropic case. Therefore, the radial radiation pres-

sure component from the AGN will be stronger than

the more vertical component of the infrared radiation

pressure, resulting in a wider cone.

The disk configuration is not significantly modified, as

the AGN radiation pressure does not penetrate deeply.

Therefore, even though the gravitational force at the

sublimation radius is larger in the anisotropic than in

the isotropic case, the disk dynamics remain similar.

4.4. Effect of different dust properties

The infrared emission, and hence the infrared radi-

ation pressure strength, is determined by the physi-

cal properties of the dust. Throughout this paper, we

adopted the standard interstellar medium (ISM) dust

grain model as set in Cloudy. It consists of graphites

and silicates with sizes following the MRN distribution

(Mathis et al. 1977). The grain model also accounts

for dust sublimation. In the following, we will exam-

ine how our assumptions on the dust composition influ-

ence the properties of the dusty wind. For that, we set

NH = 3× 1023 cm−2 and λEdd = 0.13.

As a first test, we perform a simulation where we turn

off the dust sublimation. In this “no sublimation” run,

we allow dust to overheat and exist beyond its critical

sublimation temperature. In figure 11, we compare the

standard ISM simulation (left) with the case of no dust

sublimation (middle panel). As dust can heat to higher

temperatures as before, the emitted infrared flux (and

hence the infrared radiation pressure) will dramatically

increase, since prad ∝ T 4+γ (with γ being the power-law

index of the drop of dust absorption efficiency in the

near-IR as defined by Barvainis 1987). With respect to

the “ISM dust” run where dust sublimation is included,

the disk appears much thicker as the orbits of particles

are puffed up to larger scale heights. At the same time,

the wind cone becomes wider as particles at further dis-

tance from the sublimation radius are (mostly radially)

driven into the wind.

Second, we consider a dust model that accounts for

sublimation but includes large graphite grains only. This

is motivated by near-infrared observations of nearby

AGN that find high dust emissivities (e.g. Kishimoto

et al. 2011b; Gravity Collaboration et al. 2020). Results

are shown in figure 11 (right panel). Since graphites

have on average larger opacities than the corresponding

ISM dust composition, this will result in an enhanced

infrared radiation pressure in both the disk and wind as

the more radiation is re-emitted for the same tempera-

ture. This causes a stronger radial pressure and a wider

cone, similarly to the run without dust sublimation, as
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Figure 10. Comparison of the isotropic and anisotropic radiation field with ηa = 102. On the left panel it is shown the AGN
radiation field for NH = 3 × 1023 cm−2 for the istropic (top) and anisotropic case (bottom). In the right panel we show the
corresponding simulations taking as example λEdd = 0.13.

the launching region becomes larger in the same man-

ner. The disk is also thicker than for the standard ISM

case, but the dynamics are less affected then in the “no

sublimation” case.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. Comparison to radiation-regulated obscuration

models of AGN

A recent X-ray study of a large sample of local AGN

found that the obscuration covering factor strongly de-

pends on the Eddington ratio (Ricci et al. 2017). They

conclude that radiation pressure on dusty gas is the main

mechanism driving the distribution of the circumnuclear

material, favouring a unifying radiation-regulated ob-

scuration model (see also Hönig 2019). In particular, a

constant Compton thick obscuration (NH > 1024 cm−2)

is found with a small covering factor and a Compton

thin obscuration varying with the Eddington ratio. The

latter has a large covering factor when λEdd < 10−1.5

and then drops at larger λEdd, with most of the mate-

rial found in the form of an outflow.

In the framework of Seyfert-like Eddington ratios, the

elements emerging from our simulations strongly favours

the obscuration structure proposed by Ricci et al. (2017)

and can be examined using figure 9 as a reference.

Our choice to have a velocity profile dependent on

radiation affects low column density material the most.

Indeed, it is not possible to have bound orbits within the

disk for r . 5 rsub when NH ' 1022 cm−2 since those

particles are strongly subjected to the AGN radiation
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Figure 11. Simulations for NH = 3 × 1023 cm−2 and λEdd = 0.13 for test runs of different dust properties.

pressure and the square-root term in Eq. (20) would

become negative. In such a strong AGN radiation field,

particles are likely to be driven radially outward and

so giving a larger covering factor of low column density

material as observed in Ricci et al. (2017).

At moderate column density NH ' 1023 cm−2 the in-

frared radiation pressure becomes effective and polar

outflows start to emerge. At the same time, higher

column density material experiences a stronger gravi-

tational pull, which keeps material bound within the

disk, rotating according to the previously discussed sub-

Keplerian profile.

At larger NH, the uplift is effectively suppressed in

cases where the Eddington is in the Seyfert regime or

below. Matter with NH ' 1024 cm−2 will generally set-

tle in the disk plane, forming a low covering factor of

very Compton thick material, as observed by Ricci et al.

(2017).

The idea that radiation pressure regulates the AGN

obscuration properties has been further investigated

(Ricci et al. 2017) by analysing how the observational

data populate the “NH-λEdd” plane, defined by the col-

umn density versus the Eddington ratio (e.g Fabian et al.

2008). AGN seem to avoid a wedge-like region starting

at λEdd ∼ 10−1.5 and NH ∼ 1022 cm−2. (Ishibashi et al.

2018) used an analytic model of AGN and infrared ra-

diation pressure based on a spherical wind (and an ap-

proximation for the effect on clouds) and found that the

forbidden region is dominated by strong radiation pres-

sure, probably clearing out the material from around

the AGN. We can test these analytic results with our

dynamical model. Indeed, as shown in the previous

sections, the parameter range of the “forbidden region”

agrees with the parameters for which we found infrared-

induced outflows to emerge.

5.2. Comparison to observations and models of

Circinus

The idea that radiative feedback is driving the obscu-

ration in AGN also affects the emitting dusty outflow

structure, not just the obscuration properties. The clear

detection of polar emission in Circinus (Tristram et al.

2014) and other sources served as key motivation for the

presented study. The latest radiative transfer model of

the high angular resolution data of Ciricinus is based

on a compact dusty disc with a dusty, hyperbolic cone

(Stalevski et al. 2017, 2019).

We tested the hyperboloid wind scenario of Circi-

nus using the λEdd and NH inferred in Stalevski et al.

(2019). The authors assume a line-of-sight column den-

sity of NH & 1024 cm−2. We consider single clumps with

NH = 5× 1023 cm−2, with a number of clouds along the

equatorial plane being N0 = 7. This provides a value

consistent with the one estimated in Stalevski et al.

(2019). The Eddington ratio reported is λEdd = 0.2.

Based on the arguments given in section 2.7, our simu-

lation will specifically consider λEdd = 0.22 as this illus-

trates the domain where the infrared radiation pressure

dominates for clouds with NH = 5× 1023 cm−2.

Results of our simulations are shown in figure 12

with different inclination with respect to the disk plane.

Overall, the structure achieved agrees well with the

disk + hyperboloid polar wind scenario as depicted in

Stalevski et al. (2017). The half opening angle we found

is 26◦ and the disk flaring angle is ' 4◦, both consistent

with observations.

The outer wall of the hyperboloid wind rhypout is located

in our simulations at 1.27 rsub which corresponds to 0.05
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Figure 12. Three-dimensional views of the proposed con-
figuration for the Circinus-like structure, for the edge-on
case (Top) and an inclination above the disk plane of 15◦

(Bottom). We used λEdd = 0.22 and a column density of
NH = 5 × 1023 cm−2.

pc.1 The latter is roughly 10 times lower than the value

found in Stalevski et al. (2017). We argue that the wind

boundary we found can be pushed further away to at

least 0.2 pc as we do observe an unstable wind region

up to 5 rsub, where the trajectories receive a significant

puff up from radiation pressure or escape outward. This

1 Knowing that the inferred luminosity for Circinus is LCirc =
3.9 × 1043 erg s−1 (Tristram et al. 2014) we can estimate the
sublimation radius for Circinus to be 0.04 pc.

argument links back to the temperature profile assumed

for the disk (sec. 3). The distance 5 rsub corresponds

to a typical temperature ' 700 K which, as per Wien

law, corresponds in turns to an emission peaking at 5

µm. This traces exactly a key observational features in

AGN, namely the 3-5 µm bump.

Beyond 5-7 rsub the temperature drops, which causes

the infrared radiation pressure to drop as a consequence

so that any uplift is suppressed.

Finally, Circinus is well known for its maser disk emis-

sion seen at ∼ 0.1 − 0.4 pc (Greenhill et al. 2003) with

the disk rotation marginally sub-Keplerian. The obser-

vationally derived velocity exponent is roughly β ∼ 0.45.

Interestingly, the distance at which these masers are

found corresponds approximately to the region where

we start to find bound orbits, i.e. 5 rsub, which can be

considered a first consistency with observations. The

value for the velocity exponent β we find at 5 rsub ra-

dius is β ∼ 0.33 and gradually approaches the Keplerian

value at larger distances, producing approximately the

observed mean velocity for the distances where most of

the masers are located. These findings suggest that ra-

diation pressure may affect the dynamics of the maser

disks, which might explain the observed sub-keplerian

rotation velocities.

5.3. Relation to outflows emerging from dust-free

regions

The presented dusty wind configuration might also

create a link to the structure of outflows observed in

AGN at much smaller, dust-free, scales.

Interestingly, a very similar Circinus-like geometry of

a funnel-shaped wind has been derived empirically by

Elvis (2000) to explain the structure of outflows inside

the sublimation radius. Additionally, it has been noted

that the structure is subjected to luminosity-dependent

changes, reducing the cylindrical part of the outflow or

modifying its half opening angle. As suggested in Hönig

(2019), both the high opacity and mass content of the

dust characterising the outflow at parsec-scales are likely

to define the boundary of the material closer to the ac-

cretion disk.

If this is the case, the wind geometry reproduced

by our simulations might as well provide insights into

the observed outflows emerging from dusty free regions,

making them dependent on the Eddington ratio, rather

than the luminosity.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the results of 3D numerical sim-

ulations of dusty gas clouds moving around an AGN

and considering the infrared re-radiation of the hot dust
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itself. The aim of this work is to offer insights on the ob-

scuration properties of AGN, with particular reference

to the emergence of radiatively driven dusty winds. We

first proposed a semi-anaytical model based on a dense

clumpy disk circumnuclear to a central AGN. Then we

consider the radiation pressure from the AGN in the

optical/UV, gravity from the central black hole and the

radiation pressure in the infrared coming from the dusty

disk. From our investigation, we have found several re-

sults:

• Infrared radiation pressure from a hot disk is suf-

ficient to produce a polar wind in the hot inner

regions of AGN and an overall puff-up along the

entire disk surface.

• The IR radiation pressure is most effective at

launching a wind around a critical limit where the

AGN radiation pressure approximately balances

gravity from the central black hole, so that the IR

pressure from the disk is the dominant component

of the effective force.

• Radiation-dynamical simulations show that it is

possible to have a stable rotating structure if initial

sub-Keplerian velocities are assumed. Those sub-

Keplerian disk velocities are a consequence of both

optical and infrared radiation pressure.

• Our model favors radiation-regulated obscuration

scenarios: the amount of material observed and

the covering factor are shaped by the combination

of the Eddington ratio and column density of dusty

clouds in the AGN vicinity.

• We have been able to qualitatively reproduce high-

angular infrared observations and radiative trans-

fer modelling of the AGN in the Circinus Galaxy.

Specifically, we replicate the hyperboloid shape of

the wind proposed by Stalevski et al. (2019).

• We discussed the impact of anisotropic radiation

field. This mainly affects the outflow configura-

tion, resulting in a wider cone, while the disk re-

mains unchanged.

• The dust model assumed is a fundamental fac-

tor to determine the disk and wind configuration,

as this affects the local infrared radiation field

strength.

The model presented here has deliberately been kept

simple in order to highlight the role of infrared radiation

pressure in shaping the AGN environment. An account

of fragmentation processes of optically thick clouds un-

der radiation pressure is a separate issue which is beyond

the scope of this paper. It is likely that dust clumps with

the physical properties adopted in this work can survive

in the strong radiation field of an AGN, as implied by

Namekata et al. (2014). Hence, the basic characteristics

of the resulting outflow should not significantly change

by more elaborate considerations.
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